
Oral eradition

1. Statements as to alleged accuracy of oral transmission, with precise references.

Von Rad, Genesis (Philadelphia: Westminster Press) 1961 trans.from. a German
edition of 1956. p.
The list[, Gen. 36 vs. 20-30 also gives the impression of bin,-, a re1ile
ancient tradition. A notice like the ne in v. 24 bears the stamp of authenticity,
and the same is true of v. 35.

Meek, Theophile James, Heo Origins (N-w York; Harper 8! Row~nv. ed. 1960
1"3

402- 1
~. L Albrig~ht srgues'that the'tories of Toes, transmitted orally. for

four centuries or more before being put into fixed form, are at least
as historic-411.y reliable s the accounts of Soroster. and Gautama, which
were transmitted much langer by :'al. tradition, and. in this he is
perfectly right. As a matter oC fact, however, we have little
dcpenJab1e I c.ratjor. bont either zoroaster or Gautama, Indeca. WP have
so little about Zoroaster that we cannot evn date, him with -any cer
taiiity, ana. the data for his religion are so obscure and so con
flicting that no two specialists agree r'intrpretation of the
evidence, as Aibright himself recognizes.' There was a time when we
had complete and detaJcd biographies of. every great religious leader:

p.21!4 Moses, Jesus, Zoroaste, Gautama, Laotze, Confucius, Muhammad, and the
others. , Modern historical criticism, however, has reduced theEe
bi.ographies to very small raportions, and thaof Moses has shred. the
Ifate of a1. ftc others. If maaern historians cannot agree (anci they-
cannot) about the life d teachins o men so recent in history as
tLinooln and Washington ,' concern- whom we 'have s," abunduit con

- temporary records, and hence cannot speak with certainty about them, it
s surely most presumptuous on our part to say that we can speak with

" Lertainty about Mos. There is much f truth in what Albright has to
say about tradior,° but it cenmever hav the accuracy that he
accords it, and in this, we arc not, hypercritical, as A1oriht asserts;
we are simply realistic. Even contemporary written records are always
biased. and hence not absolutely accurate, as modern histurians are
discovering in the ease of Lincoln and Washington and. hosts of others.
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